Well versed in verbs? (1)

To avoid making mistakes when you use verbs:

1. Find the verb in the dictionary, and note its number, e.g. [1].
2. The number links to the verb tables on the blue pages in your dictionary.

All verbs number [1] follow the same pattern as the verb 1 in the list (aimer), so they take the same endings.

For example: if you want to say My parents chat a lot.

1. Look up chat:
   chat verb causer [1]

2. Look up pattern [1] in the blue pages. The form you need is they = ils.
   ils aiment

3. Add the ending you need to your verb:
   My parents chat a lot = Mes parents causent beaucoup.

After the disco

Look at these French sentences. Find the missing French verb and write the correct form of the present tense in the sentence. Then number the sentences correctly to tell a dramatic story.

e.g. 1 Henri retrouve Julie à une disco.

Tu super-bien, Julie!

Henri roule trop vite.

Une ambulance arrive.

Henri a une Porsche.

Il .

Henri invite Julie au cinéma.

Aie! Nous .

Henri, tu !

Une fille à un hôpital.

Deux hommes Julie et Henri à l'hôpital.

Mes parents causent beaucoup.